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Experimental constraints on nonequilibrium interface kinetic models
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Abstract
Experimental results relevant to models for nonequilibrium interface kinetics during rapid solidification are reviewed. Models are examined critically in light of these experiments. The kinetic Ising model is shown to compare unfavorably with experiment. The Continuous Growth Model without solute drag and its extension to non-(001) interfaces, the Aperiodic Stepwise Growth Model, account well for all relevant experimental results.
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1. Introduction
When rapid solidification occurs, deviations from local interfacial equilibrium become readily apparent. Solute trapping occurs: $k$, the ratio of solute concentration in the solid to that in the liquid at the interface, deviates from its equilibrium value and approaches unity. Kinetic undercooling occurs: the crystal/melt interface becomes undercooled with respect to the equilibrium liquidus temperature for the liquid composition at the interface. The objective of nonequilibrium interface kinetic models is to account for the interface velocity, $v$, and the chemical composition $C_S$ of a growing phase, given the composition $C_L$ of the parent phase at the interface, the temperature $T$ of the interface, and the interface orientation $\theta$. The models provide "interface response functions" $k(v,C_L,\theta)$ and the "velocity-undercooling function" $v(T,C_L,\theta)$ — which are then used as the interface boundary conditions for the equations of continuum heat and mass transport for rapid solidification processes.

2. What we need from a model
The plane-front geometry that can be enforced by pulsed laser melting has permitted the rapid experimental quantification of the interface response functions. Additionally, molecular dynamics simulations provide a different kind of "experimental" data. A successful model should be able to account for the experimental results described below.

(a) The solute trapping function has been measured, over a range of measured interface velocities, for trapping of Bi [2], Sn [3], As [4] and Ge [5,6] in Si and for Sn in Al [7]. A nonequilibrium partition coefficient has been measured at a single $v$ for Al-Cu, Al-Ge and Al-In [7]. To facilitate a more accurate comparison of a wider variety of future models with experiment, the "raw" Si-Bi $k(v)$ data (initial and final concentration vs. depth profiles, measured melt depth vs. time) have now been published [8].

(b) A model must provide reasonable behavior in limiting cases. Enough experimental evidence now exists that models should predict virtually complete solute trapping of dilute B in A, and virtually complete solute trapping of dilute A in B, at high velocities for the same set of parameters [5,9].

(c) The velocity-undercooling function for pure Si (001) has been measured [10-16]. Although some of the measurements are more direct than others, in all cases the reported "interface sluggishness" $d(T)/dv$ or, for the cases under consideration, $\Delta T/v$, near the melting point falls in the range 3-18 K/(m/s). A successful model should predict an interface sluggishness in this range with the same parameters used to fit the solute trapping data. For Si (111) the average sluggishness over the range 0-6 m/s is approximately 11 K/(m/s) [11].

(d) The velocity-undercooling function for alloys has been measured in non-dilute Si(As). From these experiments, plus the behavior of the measured interface velocity during the solute trapping experiments, it is clear that the interface sluggishness for dilute Si alloys is virtually identical to that for pure Si. Comparison with the velocity-undercooling function for pure Si eliminates free parameters and has resulted in the dismissal of many models [4,18,19].

(e) If a model is to be generally valid for solidification - and not merely specific to silicon - it should also be able to match, with a single set of parameters, the solute trapping data for metallic
alloys [7] while maintaining atomic mobilities high enough to permit solidification velocities of hundreds of meters per second [20].

(f) The measured orientation-dependence of solute trapping in Si at constant interface velocity displays a sharp peak in the partition coefficient at the (111) orientation and a rapid decrease as the interface orientation is tilted toward (001) or (110) [21-23]. A successful model should be able to account not only for the difference between (001) and (111) but also for the singular behavior in the vicinity of (111).

3. Comparison to models

We now discuss some kinetic models and compare them to these experimental results.

Jackson et al. [24] have reported interesting new results for simulations of the kinetic Ising model for solute redistribution at the crystal/melt interface during rapid solidification. The model is based on Monte Carlo “jumping” of the crystal/liquid interface across atoms of both solute (“A”) and solvent (“B”) based only on the energetics determined from the local configurations. "Liquid" atoms are placed on the same lattice as "Solid" atoms and are distinguished from them by a label. A comparison of a simulation for the (01) interface in a two-dimensional square lattice with one early experiment for Bi trapping in Si (001) appears to show good agreement. However, the model is in disagreement with other data as discussed below.

Until now, all Ising-based models in which each atom independently makes thermally activated jumps across the interface, biased only by the energetics of its particular initial and final configurations, have been unable to reproduce all of the observed behavior. When the parameters have been adjusted to match solute trapping data under one set of circumstances, other experimental behavior cannot be matched. Typically, for Ising-based models to produce solute trapping in the past, an atomic mobility has had to be reduced so drastically that other unintentional departures from reality are manifested. For example, with the parameters in a Monte Carlo simulation adjusted to permit more trapping on (111) than (001) interfaces [25], the interfacial undercoolings were much greater than indicated by experiment [10-16]. In another example, an analytical model based on similar principles to those of the kinetic Ising model [26,27], with the parameters adjusted to permit trapping of dilute A in B, did not permit trapping of dilute B in A at any speed [5], in conflict with experiments on the Si-Ge system [5,9].

The new simulations of Jackson et al. are a significant step forward in two important ways. For the first time, solute trapping is a consequence of this model using a physically reasonable set of kinetic parameters. Also, for the first time, the kinetic Ising model is rationalized using the paradigm of earlier, successful simple analytical models [28]: “There is a transition between these two extremes [equilibrium partitioning vs. complete solute trapping] when the jump rate for the [solute atoms] is comparable to the rate at which the interface moves. We believe this to be the origin of solute trapping behavior...” [24].

The new simulation appears to be able to match solute trapping behavior at a single interface velocity. However, problems arise when we consider other predictions of the model. The simulation produces a partition coefficient of \( k \approx 0.1 \) at a reported interfacial undercooling of \( \Delta T = 285 \) K. This undercooling is an order of magnitude greater than experimental values. Although \( v \) is not reported explicitly by Jackson et al., the experimental information on the undercooling at which a particular partition coefficient is attained comes from combining independent measurements of \( k(v) \) and \( v(\Delta T) \). The comparison with experiment must therefore be made using \( v \) as a “middleman”, which is cumbersome; the conclusion, however, is inescapable: the experimental undercooling is far smaller, being only 10-60 K when \( k = 0.1 \).

In comparing Jackson et al.’s new simulation to Baeri et al.’s experimental depth profile [29] for solute trapping of Bi in Si (001), we may first assume that the value of the fundamental time-step of the Monte Carlo simulation can be assigned such that the solidification velocity in the simulation matches Baeri’s reported solidification velocity of \( v = 1.8 \) m/s. If this is indeed the case then the reported simulation is very far from matching the measured velocity-undercooling relation for pure Si (001) within the range of experimental uncertainty [10-16]. The reported simulation indicates \( \Delta T = 285 \) K of undercooling at an inferred velocity of 1.8 m/s, for an interface sluggishness of \( \Delta T/v = 160 \) K/(m/s). The range of reported experimental values is 3-18 K/(m/s) as indicated in (c) above.

The authors compared their simulations to Baeri et al.’s original experiment in which there is considerable uncertainty about the actual solidification velocity. In the early solute trapping studies [29,30] the velocity was estimated using a numerical solution of the heat equation. Later solute trapping experiments on the same Si(Bi) (001) system were performed with measured velocities [2]. It was also determined and reported [2] that Baeri et al.’s original velocity estimates were in error primarily because the interface velocity was calculated using an assumed value for the thermal conductivity of amorphous silicon that measurements subsequently indicated to be too high. New simulations by Baeri et al. for the original experimental conditions, using more recent data for the thermal conductivity of amorphous silicon, indicate that in the experiment in question \( v = 2.4 \) m/s if the reported laser pulse energy density was accurate [31]. Baeri’s “best-fit” value of the nonequilibrium partition coefficient for this experiment was \( k = 0.1 \); the subsequent experiment [2], in which \( v \) was measured instead of estimated, indicates that \( k = 0.1 \) at \( v = 3.5 \) m/s.
Within this factor-of-two-or-so uncertainty in the velocity associated with Baeri’s depth profile, no matter which value of \( v \) is chosen for the simulation to match, the reported interfacial undercooling of \( \Delta T = 285 \) K is far too large. Larson et al. [10,11] measured for \( v = 6 \) m/s an undercooling of at most 140 K for Si (111) and at most 75 K for Si (001), for a maximum interface sluggishness of \( \Delta Tv = 23 \) K/(m/s) for (111) and 13 K/(m/s) for (001). Their best-fit values for the sluggishness were 11.4 K/(m/s) for (111) and 5.6 K/(m/s) for (001). If the Ising model simulation is associated with an experimental velocity in the vicinity of 2-4 m/s (i.e., 1/3 to 2/3 of Larson’s \( v \)) then the “experimental” undercooling that the simulation must match should be scaled down accordingly (perhaps not exactly linearly, but not too far therefrom). For example, for an interface velocity of 3 m/s the experiment of Larson et al. implies \( \Delta T = 34 \) K for (111) and \( \Delta T = 17 \) K for (001). If instead the undercooling in the simulation is matched to the experimental undercooling then a linear extrapolation would imply a velocity of at least 12.2 m/s for (111) and at least 22.8 m/s for (001); using instead Larson et al.’s best values of the sluggishness will roughly double these implied velocities. However, the maximum possible solidification velocity is 10 m/s for (111) and 15 m/s for (001); at higher speeds the growth of the crystal is replaced by growth of an amorphous solid [32-34]. The kinetic Ising model does not account for amorphization because it ignores relevant structural information, keeping all atoms in all phases on a single lattice.

The (01) simple square lattice crystallography of the simulation is actually more appropriately compared to the singular Si (111) interface than the (001) interface. However, no matter which experimental interface is chosen for comparison, the undercooling in the simulation is far too large. For Si (Bi) (111), \( k = 0.1 \) at \( v = 0.66 \) m/s [21,22]. With an average interface sluggishness over the range 0-6 m/s of 11 K/(m/s) [11], the implied interfacial undercooling is \( \Delta T = 7 \) K when \( k = 0.1 \).

The fewer adjustable parameters in the model (or, the more parameters that can be determined by independent means), the better. In the model of Jackson et al., the adjustable parameters appear to be \( F_B / F_A, \Gamma / P_A \); the entropies of fusion \( 
entalphacharacter{\Delta S}_A \) and \( 
entalphacharacter{\Delta S}_B \), and the various bond energies \( \phi_{AB}, \phi_{BB}, \phi_{BB}, \phi_{AB}, \phi_{LC}, \phi_{CC}, \phi_{CC}, \phi_{AB}, \phi_{AA}, \phi_{BB}, \phi_{AB} \); where “A” indicates “Si”, “B” indicates “Bi”, “C” indicates “Crystal” and “L” indicates “Liquid”. Certainly not all of these parameters are independently adjustable: the melting point and entropy of fusion of pure Si and the equilibrium partition coefficient provide three constraints. Matching the measured liquid-phase diffusivity provides a fourth constraint among these 14 parameters, resulting in 10 adjustable parameters. Reasonable choices were made for many of these adjustable parameters; however, the choices are not unique and therefore they remain adjustable parameters.

The excessive undercooling predicted by the kinetic Ising model is not unique to singular orientations. In a subsequent publication, [35], the kinetic Ising model’s interface response functions were examined for Si-Bi on both the (10) and (11) interfaces of a two-dimensional square lattice, and comparison was made to the (111) and (001) interfaces, respectively, of the three-dimensional experimental system. However, the comparison with experiment was incomplete. Below are presented other comparisons of the (11)-simulated vs. (001)-experimental interface, for which the most experimental data are available:

From Fig. 6 of Jackson et al. [35], the results of the simulations are plotted as \( k \) vs. \( \beta \), where

\[
\beta = \frac{v^2}{a(\Gamma v^+)}; \tag{1}
\]

here \( a \) is the interatomic spacing (2.35 Å for Si), \( v^+ \) is the “arrival rate” (or the maximum growth rate at infinite driving force) and \( \Gamma \) is the jump rate in the bulk of the liquid, which is related to the diffusion coefficient in the liquid, \( D \), by

\[
D = a^2 \frac{\Gamma}{4}. \tag{2}
\]

\[
D = 2 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s} \text{ for Bi in Si} \ [2,23,29,30]. \text{ Fig. 6 of Jackson et al. examines for the (11) interface the cases } g = 20 \text{ and } g = 2, \text{ where the adjustable parameter } g \text{ is defined by}
\]

\[
g = \frac{\Gamma a}{v^+}. \tag{3}
\]

(The introduction of \( g \) is necessary to address a dimensional inconsistency in Jackson et al.’s definition of \( \Gamma \)). Combining (2) and (3), we have

\[
D = g v^+ a/4. \tag{4}
\]

The authors chose to fit an experimental interface sluggishness for Si (001) of \( \Delta T/v = 8.33 \) K/(m/s), resulting in \( v^+ = 75 \) m/s for the (11) interface. This can be used to fix the value of \( g \) using (4), resulting in \( g = 4.54 \). This value falls between the two simulation values presented in Fig. 6 of Jackson et al., so we can presume that results for \( g = 4.54 \) would lie along the dashed curve in that figure. From this curve, \( k = 0.1 \) at \( \beta = 2 \times 10^{-2} \), where, using (1) and (3),

\[
\beta = (v/v^+)^2/g. \tag{5}
\]

Hence, from (5), \( k = 0.1 \) at

\[
v = v^+ (g\beta)^{1/2} \tag{6}
\]

\[
= 23 \text{ m/s} \tag{7}
\]
for the (11) interface simulations. The experimental interface sluggishness of $\Delta T/v = 8.33$ K/(m/s) to which the simulations were fit then implies an undercooling of $\Delta T = 192$ K in the simulations. Experimental results for Bi in Si (001) are $k = 0.1$ at $v = 3.5$ m/s [2] and, using the same quoted interface sluggishness, $\Delta T = 29$ K. Thus the simulated velocities and undercoolings for the (11) interface are far too large to fit the (001) solute trapping experiment. Additionally, with
dependently, with

$$v = \frac{1}{2} (a + b)$$

from (1) and (2), we obtain $\beta/\nu^2 = 3.9 \times 10^{-5}$ (m/s)$^2$ rather than the value of $5 \times 10^{-3}$ (m/s)$^2$ reported by Jackson et al. as being used to compare the simulations to experiment in their Fig. 7. No matter which value of $\beta/\nu^2$ is used, however, note that although the slope of the curve in Fig. 7 matches that of the early solute trapping data rather well, the curve rises too steeply to match the slope of the later, more accurate data for which the velocity was measured rather than estimated using heat-flow simulations.

The equilibrium Ising model is a powerful tool for investigating the equilibrium long-wavelength fluctuations of an interface near its critical temperature. Near the critical point, so-called "universality" properties are exhibited which are independent of crystallographic details and of the specific nature of the short-range interaction between sites. How, then, can there be difficulty in fitting rapid solidification experiments with the kinetic Ising model? It is important to keep in mind the highly nonequilibrium nature of the rapid solidification process, which therefore is not necessarily subject to universality properties. Additionally, the interatomic interactions responsible for solute trapping are of a highly localized nature (e.g., nearest-neighbor atomic configurations at moving step edges), and highly local information is not subject to universality behavior even in equilibrium. Hence highly localized structural information can be important, and the kinetic Ising model is not designed to accurately represent local structural information at the crystal/melt interface.

The main physical shortcoming of the kinetic Ising model applied to highly local details of the crystal/melt interface is that for a real-world solute atom to crystallize, it never has to make a thermally-activated "jump" from the liquid into the crystal. Rather, a solute atom can do nothing and still find itself on a lattice site if all of its solvent neighbors have crystallized. In the kinetic Ising model, a recalcitrant solute atom may never crystallize even when all of its neighbors are crystalline! In fact, in reporting the results of such a model one should be careful to distinguish between the unphysical process of "liquid" B atoms being "trapped" by becoming surrounded by "solid" A atoms while remaining liquid, and the more physically reasonable process of "liquid" B atoms being induced to make a transition to "solid" B while at the interface. The difference between the local structure in the liquid and the solid is missing from the Ising model. The mean free path in the liquid tends to be much smaller than the nearest-neighbor distance in the lattice. There is no mechanism in the model for accounting for this difference when atomic interchanges are made between adjacent lattice sites. For these and other reasons the Ising model is an imperfect model for the crystal/melt interface, other than for large-scale fluctuations at the critical temperature.

The critical temperature, at which certain universality behavior should be observed, is not to be confused with the equilibrium melting temperature. One indication that the kinetic Ising model is not totally satisfactory even for the crystal/melt interface in equilibrium is that it cannot match experimental behavior for silicon without treating the entropy of fusion as an adjustable parameter. Clearly the nature of short-range interatomic interactions are indeed important in this case. Recently, some progress may have been made in improving the fit to measured velocities and undercoolings by using a three-dimensional diamond cubic lattice [36]; however, successful fitting still appears to require adjustments to the entropy of fusion.

The kinetic Ising model should faithfully represent experiment if all structural details are unimportant. It is therefore of interest to see how closely the model can reproduce experiment; the fewer free parameters, the better. The most difficult challenge for the model is likely to be in metallic systems, discussed in (e) above. In metals, solute trapping occurs at relatively slow speeds (meters per second) [7] whereas significant undercooling does not occur until a significant fraction of the speed of sound (kilometers per second) [20]. These experiments indicate that the mobility for solute-solvent redistribution across the interface and that for interface motion may differ by up to three orders of magnitude. In the model there is no distinction between the two, and reproducing both phenomena with a single set of parameters should be difficult.

These and other problems with the kinetic Ising model have been evident for some time. I therefore proposed a model not based on independent hopping of atomic species across an interface, but rather on a particular form of coupled transport across the interface [17,22,37,38]. Such a treatment permits widely differing mobilities for solute-solvent redistribution and interface motion. Rather than using the reference frame of individual atomic jumps across the interface, the Continuous Growth Model assumes that a single simple rate equation can be written down for solute-solvent redistribution across the interface and that a separate simple rate equation can be written down for alloy crystallization,

$$v(T,C_S,C_L) = A[1 - \exp(\Delta G/RT)] \ .$$

where $\Delta G$ is a measure of the driving force for solidification, and the parameter $A$ is determined by the pure-solvent $v(T)$ relation. Experiment has shown [4,18,19] that the version of the Continuous Growth Model without solute drag, in which $\Delta G =$
4. Conclusions

There is now a large body of experimental data which nonequilibrium interface kinetic models must reproduce in order to become established. At present, neither the new kinetic Ising model of Jackson et al., nor any previous incarnation of the kinetic Ising model, has been demonstrated unambiguously to match any of (a)-(f). The Continuous Growth Model and its extension to non-(001) interfaces, the Aperiodic Stepwise Growth Model [22], has been demonstrated to account successfully for (a)-(e) with only two free parameters for each alloy system, and for the orientation-dependence (f) with a third free parameter.
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